All-Star Competition Make-up
*Each All-Star team has a specific lipstick color. As for all the other make-up, you must follow the color
directions, but you may buy which ever brand you want.

Tiny Team and Mini Teams
Eye shadow- Smoky eye in PURPLE tones. SHIMMER looks best. You might find them in a set or buy
separate shadows.
1. White
2. Light Purple (Lilac)
3. Dark Purple
You DO NOT need to get a compact of all 3; you can
get separates. A Good opaque white is important.

Blush- a berry color
Examples: Cover Girl #185 True Plum
Maybelline FitMe! in Deep Rose
Eyeliner- BLACK
** You have a few choices. Either a black liquid, or a black automatic pencil with smugger- a regular
pencil is not an option; there is a huge difference in the effect. See below for suggestions
Maybelline- Eye Studio “Lasting Drama” eye gel (**Favorite!)

OTHER SUPPLIES
Moisturizer & Primer- use one without sunscreen as that can irritate the eyes
Foundation- one shade darker than your skin
Concealer- more important for the older dancers
Powder-Loose powder works better, but pressed will be fine
Mascara- Black – waterproof is recommended
Highlighting Pencil- this is a white eyeliner pencil
Bronzer- You may need this depending on your skin type (fair skin)
Application tools- like sponges, Q-tips, etc. good brushes can make a huge difference

Lipstick- Remember, for now the kids will be wearing masks so no lipstick will be worn yet.
ALL Tiny and Mini Teams: L’Oreal #251 Wisteria Rose
Lipstick- Please get the exact color.
**If your child is on YOUTH KICK they will use L’Oreal #590 Blushing Berry
You can find this lipstick at most stores. (CVS, Wal-Mart, Target, Walgreens)
but it’s easiest and probably cheapest if you order online.

Youth, Junior, and Senior Teams
Eye shadow- Smoky eye in GRAY tones. SHIMMER looks best. You are looking for 3 shades. You might
find them in a set or buy separate shadows.
1. White
2. Light-Med Silver
3. Dark Gray- Kohl
You DO NOT need to get a compact of all 3; you can
get separates. A good opaque white is important.

Blush- a berry color
Examples: Cover Girl #185 True Plum
Maybelline FitMe! in Deep Rose
Eyeliner- BLACK
** You have a few choices. Either a black liquid, or a black automatic pencil with smugger- a regular
pencil is not an option; there is a huge difference in the effect. See below for suggestions
Maybelline- Eye Studio “Lasting Drama” eye gel (**Favorite!)

OTHER SUPPLIES
Moisturizer & Primer- use one without sunscreen as that can irritate the eyes
Foundation- one shade darker than your skin
Concealer- more important for the older dancers
Powder-Loose powder works better, but pressed will be fine
Mascara- Black – waterproof is recommended
Highlighting Pencil- this is a white eyeliner pencil
Bronzer- You may need this depending on your skin type (fair skin)
Application tools- like sponges, Q-tips, etc. good brushes can make a huge difference
False Eye lashes & glue (Seniors)- if you take care of them, may be used more than once

Lipstick- Remember- for NOW we are wearing masks so no lipstick will be worn yet.
Lipstick- Please get the exact color
ALL Teams Youth, Junior, Senior and Kick! L’Oreal #590 Blushing Berry
You can find this lipstick at most stores. (CVS, Wal-Mart, Target, Walgreens)
but it’s easiest and probably cheapest if you order online.
Many parents have had the best luck shopping online for make-up but the sooner you shop the better. If you
have questions, please contact Tanya Robinson
tanyarobinson3070@gmail.com 920-217-2410

